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Our company offers unique individual tours that are specially designed for guests who 

visit the Russian Federation. Our broad variety of tours allow even the most 

sophisticated needs and desires to be met. 

 

 

I. Sightseeing Tour Packages 

1. First time in Moscow? 

This individual tour is specially designed for guests who visit Moscow for the first time. 

Make sure to see the main streets of the city, architectural and urban development 

masterpieces. Moscow is the city with numerous historical monuments, including 

Kremlin, Cathedral of Christ the Savior, St. Basil’s Cathedral, Russian State Library, 

The Bolshoi Theatre, the Red Square and many other places of interest. 

At this tour you will: 

• Learn the most interesting and even little-known facts about the capital`s history; 

• Understand the origins of unique architecture;  

• Compare ancient and modern buildings and see how Moscow has developed into one 

of the largest cities in the world; 

• Know and visit sites where historical events have taken place. 

Your journey begins with a 3-hour car city tour, where you will observe the main city 

streets: Tverskaya Street, Lubyanka, Arbat and beautiful sightseeing places such as The 

Worshipful Submission Hill (Poklonnaya Gora). 

The tour continues with a walk around the Kremlin, where you will visit the Red Square 

and enjoy wonderful views of the Kremlin Towers, TsUM (Central Universal Department 

Store), St. Basil’s Cathedral, The Bolshoi Theatre, and have a walk around the Cathedral 

of Christ the Savior. After that you will enjoy the magnificent architecture of the 

Lomonosov Moscow State University building and walk on the viewpoint of the famous 

Sparrow Hills. 

A boat cruise with a magnificent view of the Moscow River on a Radisson yacht-restaurant 

shall be a great finale of the evening. 
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Description: 

Number of 

People 

Car Duration Boat Cruise Price for group 

1 – 2 Executive 

class 

13 hours Included 

€499  $570  

3 – 6 Minivan €690  $780  

6 – 19 Minibus €1060  $1190  

In this tour foreign guests will visit all main sights of the capital. The price includes: 

Radisson ferry cruise tickets, personal guide, transfer, Wi-Fi and Company’s souvenir 

products. Dining, entry tickets and any other additional expenses are not covered by this 

offer. In case of tour time extension, extra hour of car hire and guide service is charged 

€60 / $70. 

2. Best Views of Moscow 

Emotions are the result of what we see. This tour is specially designed for you to see the 

best views of the Russian capital.  

You will visit the skywalk at the top of one of the six skyscrapers of Moscow International 

Business Centre. 

The Cathedral of Christ the Savior is the tallest Orthodox Christian church in the world. 

It was destroyed in 1931 by the order of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, but was rebuilt later 

on the site in 1995–2000. 

The Worshipful Submission Hill (Poklonnaya Gora) overlooks the city and its 

surroundings. In old times, travelers used to stop here to look at the Old City and bow 

before entering it, this is where the name of the hill comes from. 

The view you get from the Children’s World Shopping Center at Lubyanka square is 

simply amazing. You will visualize the Old City from the very heart of the capital. And 

last but not least are the Sparrow Hills (Vorobyovy Gory) and Ostankino tower - the tallest 

freestanding structure in Europe and 11th tallest in the world (540 meters high). The 360-

degree view of the city skyline from this bird-eye perspective is fairly staggering.  

All places mentioned above are the best ones to take some great pictures and create 

memories for the rest of your life.  
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A boat cruise with a magnificent view of the Moscow River on a Radisson yacht-restaurant 

shall be a great finale of the evening. 

Description: 

Number of 

People 

Car Duration Boat Cruise Price for group 

1 – 2 Executive class 

12 hours Included 

€465  $525  

3 – 6 Minivan €650  $720  

6 – 19 Minibus €1000  $1120  

In this tour foreign guests will visit all main sights of the capital. The price includes: 

Radisson ferry cruise tickets, personal guide, transfer, Wi-Fi and Company’s souvenir 

products. Dining, entry tickets and any other additional expenses are not covered by this 

offer. In case of tour time extension, extra hour of car hire and guide service is charged 

€60 / $70. 

3. Kid's Tour 

Would you like your kids to have the most unforgettable experience in Moscow? 

For guests of our capital, who travel with children, our company offers a special Kid’s 

Tour. Your tour starts by visiting one of the oldest zoos in Europe – The Moscow Zoo. 

There you can find more than a thousand different animal species in one place. A wide 

variety of animals you can see there is simply stunning. After lunch at kid`s restaurant 

with a game room and entertainment team the car will take you to the famous Moscow 

Aquarium, where 8,000 animals inhabit in 80 tanks which hold 3,000,000 liters (790,000 

gallons) of seawater located on the 53 thousand square meters of space. And of course, 

the most popular Children's Shopping Gallery on Lubyanka: Children’s World - is a real 

world of childhood and a unique complex of family leisure in the very heart of Moscow. 

In addition to this tour we can arrange a Quest for you and your family to make sure that 

you have had lots of fun. You can find out more in the “Must do in Moscow” section. 
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Description: 

Number of People Car Duration Price for group 

1 - 2 Executive class 

9 hours 

€250  $280  

3 - 6 Minivan €260  $300  

6 - 19 Minibus €350  $400  

In this tour foreign guests will visit all main sights of the capital. The price includes: 

personal assistant, transfer, Wi-Fi and Company’s souvenir products. Dining, entry 

tickets and any other additional expenses are not covered by this offer. In case of tour time 

extension, extra hour of car hire and guide service is charged €60 / $70. 

4. Sacred Sites Tour  

This tour has been designed for connoisseurs of ancient architectural constructions and 

sacred places. During this excursion you’ll visit the main churches and temples of the 

capital and discover the rich history and the most beautiful architecture of the Russian 

Orthodox Churches. During this tour, you will be able to get acquainted with orthodox 

history and magnificent architecture, visit the most beautiful temples and churches of 

Moscow. You will see one of the most famous Russian cathedrals in the world – St. Basil’s 

Cathedral, located in the center of the capital at the Red Square. The Novodevichy 

Convent, also known as the New Maidens’ Monastery — is one of the most beautiful 

monasteries of Moscow. It has remained virtually intact since the 17th century and it was 

proclaimed a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2004. You will also see The Donskoy 

Starocherkassk Convent ― an orthodox monastery which was built in the middle of the 

18th century and the famous Cathedral of Christ the Savior which was destroyed in 1931 

by the order of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin and rebuilt later on the site in 1995–2000. 

Moreover, to make you utterly satisfied we shall keep a few places in a secret. Enjoy!  

Description: 

Number of 

People 

Car Duration Price for group 

1 - 2 Executive class 

8 hours 

€299  $340  

3 - 6 Minivan €390  $440  

6 - 19 Minibus €500  $560  
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In this tour foreign guests will visit all main sights of the capital. The price includes: 

personal guide, transfer, Wi-Fi and Company’s souvenir products. Dining, entry tickets 

and any other additional expenses are not covered by this offer. In case of tour time 

extension, extra hour of car hire and guide service is charged €60 / $70. 

II.  Midway Walking Tours 

Midway Group offers a unique opportunity for guests who visit the capital – walking 

tours. Each walking tour was individually designed to visit numerous historical 

monuments, main city streets and sightseeing places. Our professional native speakers 

will guide through the routes and introduce you to historical and architectural 

masterpieces. You can enhance your walking tour by choosing one of the activities we 

recommend. 

Our Walking Tours: 

1. Heart of Moscow - This individual tour is specially designed for guests who visit 

Moscow for the first time. Make sure to see the main streets of the city, tectonic and urban 

development creatures and learn the most interesting and even little-known facts about 

the capital`s history. 

2. Best views of Moscow -  Emotions are the result of what we see. This tour is 

specially designed for you to see the best views of the Russian capital. All places you will 

see in this tour are the best ones to take some great pictures and create memories for the 

rest of your life.  

3. Sacred Sights Tour - This tour has been designed for connoisseurs of ancient 

architectural constructions and sacred places. During this excursion you’ll visit the main 

churches and temples of the capital and discover the rich history and the most beautiful 

architecture of the Russian Orthodox Churches. 

4. From Golden Age to Modern Future – For the ones who want to see the 

aftershocks of Russian Empire and Soviet Regime and how it transforms to an explosion 

of Western-style retailing, architecture, and lifestyles. At this route you journey from the 

very downtown to financial district. 

5. Kid`s Journey – Would you like your kids to have the most unforgettable 

experience in Moscow? For guests of our capital, who travel with children, our company 

offers a special Kid’s Tour. The landmarks of this tour are the oldest zoos in Europe – The 

Moscow Zoo or Modern Scientific Museum, where children can feel like a scientist, a 

chemist or a physician.  



 
 

 
 

  

 

 

Please note that extra person is charged $30/€25 

 

 1-3 people 4-6 people 

€ $ € $ 

 

All walking tours are fixed-price 

 

70 

 

80 

 

90 

 

105 

Walking tour + activity: 

Quest 

Carting 

Horse Ridding 

Ice skating 

 

150 180 210 250 

120 145 180 215 

150 180 225 270 

120 145 150 180 
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II. Individually customized tours:  

1. War Tour 

This tour will open the historical side of war and post war period in Russia. Here you can 

choose to visit the famous Stalin bunker, The Worshipful Submission Hill, where 

Napoleon stood himself and looked over the city, State Museum of the Great Patriotic War 

and many more. Please inform us about your wishes and requests and we shall arrange 

the best individual “war” themed tour for you. 

2. Shopping Tour 

Moscow is among the leaders of global retail shopping industry. According to your needs 

we can organize an individual tour where you visit the best shopping places in Moscow. 

You will be accompanied by a personal assistant who can help you to get the best prices 

and ensure that you come home with your shopping bags full. This tour is designed to 

inspire even the pickiest shoppers! You will get a personal shopping experience as we go 

to the best places we feel you will love. 

3. Kremlin tour 

The Kremlin is Russia's main museum and the residence of the President. Take this 

exciting opportunity to get inside of the 15th-century fortress, explore its large territory 

and visit three Russia's most important Royal Cathedrals: Annunciation, Assumption and 

Archangel, where the Russian Tsars were crowned. Tsar Cannon and Tsar Bell will 

impress you with their immensity, as well as Ivan the Great Bell Tower – the tallest one in 

the Moscow Kremlin complex. Your private Kremlin Tour will not only be educating and 

memorable, it will also be fun. Please note that you need to book this tour prior to your 

trip (minimum 3 days). 

4. Night Moscow Tour 

Moscow is the proverbial “city that never sleeps.” From small rough-and-ready bars to 

“elite” nightclubs, the Russian capital has everything you could need for a memorable 

night in the city. Based on your desires, we can arrange an individual tour that will grant 

the best emotions and memories of your stay in Moscow. Our company can provide an 

assistant that will escort you to the best places and make sure that everything will be set 



 
 

 
 

up as you wish. On an executive class sedan with a personal security guard (optional) you 

will make the best impression possible.  

IV. Transfer Service 

Our Company provides a wide range of car hire services with a personal driver and 

guarantees excellent level of service and comfort. All our drivers are well-qualified and 

have good knowledge of the city. We can also offer car hire with security guard, personal 

assistant or professional guide escort. Any orders include snacks and refreshments on 

board, Wi-Fi and English-speaking drivers for foreign guests. 

 

V.  Translation Services 

We carry out professional translation services from Russian into foreign language, from 

foreign language into Russian and bidirectional English—French translations. Any 

translated text undergoes strict proofreading and editing control. Such control increases 

Car Type 
Price 

$ per hour 

Car hire with personal driver Airport Transfer 

Minimal hours Total  $ Total  $ 

Audi Q7  20 3+1 80 100 

Audi A6 C6 18 3+1 72 90 

Mercedes ML W463 30 3+1 120 150 

Mercedes G500 120 3+1 480 600 

Mercedes E 212 20 3+1 80 100 

Mercedes E 212 rest 20 3+1 80 100 

Mercedes E 213 25 3+1 100 125 

Mercedes S 221 30 3+1 120 150 

Mercedes S 222 50 3+1 200 250 

Mercedes Viano 20 3+1 80 100 

Mercedes Viano rest 25 3+1 100 125 

Mercedes V class 30 3+1 120 150 

Mercedes Sprinter classic 20 4+1 100 120 

Mercedes Sprinter lux 25 4+1 125 150 



 
 

 
 

equivalence with the original text and readability of the target text. If required, the 

translation can be certified by Company’s seal.  

Verbal translation of professional translator 

Language of Translation Price per hour ($) 

Thematic, accurate 

translation 

Price per hour($) 

English 30 40 

Spanish, French, German 35 45 

Chinese 40 45 

Japanese 40 45 

Hindi 40 45 

Arabic 40 50 

The minimum order for professional translation services is 4 hours. 

Verbal translation of personal assistant 

 Price per hour ($) 

Personal assistant (English-speaking) 15 

The minimum order for professional translation services is 4 hours. 

Written Translation 

Language of Translation Price per page ($) 
Thematic, accurate translation 

Price per page($) 

From main European languages 

to Russian  
8 8.50 

From Russian to main European 

languages 
8.50 9.50 

From rare European languages to 

Russian  
11.50 13 

From Russian to rare European 

languages 
13.50 15 

Oriental languages (except Arabic 

and Persian) 
18 20 

Arabic and Persian 30 35 
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One page of translation is equivalent to 1800 characters. The price for each order is calculated 

separately depending on the subject of translation and deadline of the order. 

 

VI. Additional Services 

Our additional services are made specially for the comfort and safety of the customer.  

Our licensed security guards handle any situation and make sure you have nothing to 

worry about. Apart from providing protection our employees help navigate through the 

city and enhance the safety of our customer. 

 

 Price per hour ($) 

Security guard (Russian-speaking) 30 

Security guard (English-speaking) 65 

The minimal order for security services and personal assistants is five hours. The price for 

additional services in other languages is calculated separately. 


